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Need another word that means the same as “actualize”? Find 20 synonyms for “actualize” in
this overview.
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The synonyms of “Actualize” are: actualise, realise, realize, substantiate, fulfil,
achieve, accomplish, make real, make a reality, make happen, make concrete, bring
to fruition, bring about, bring off, consummate, perform, carry out, carry through,
execute, effect

Actualize as a Verb

Definitions of "Actualize" as a verb

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “actualize” as a verb can have the following
definitions:

Make real or concrete; give reality or substance to.
Make a reality of.
Represent or describe realistically.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Actualize" as a verb (20 Words)

accomplish
To gain with effort.
Once this form has been accomplished the applicant needs to secure
supporting documents.

achieve To gain with effort.
She achieved her goal despite setbacks.

actualise Make real or concrete; give reality or substance to.
bring about Be accompanied by.
bring off Bestow a quality on.
bring to fruition Attract the attention of.
carry out Sing or play against other voices or parts.

https://grammartop.com/accomplish-synonyms
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carry through Support or hold in a certain manner.

consummate
Make (a marriage or relationship) complete by having sexual
intercourse.
The property sale is consummated.

effect Produce.
Effect a change.

execute Make (a legal instrument) valid by signing or sealing it.
The Mafioso who collaborated with the police was executed.

fulfil
Fill, satisfy or meet a want or need or condtion ro restriction.
Customers expect online orders to be fulfilled reliably quickly and
cheaply.

make a reality Organize or be responsible for.
make concrete Reach in time.
make happen Gather and light the materials for.
make real Proceed along a path.

perform Carry out or perform an action.
The band will be performing live in Hyde Park.

realise Be fully aware or cognizant of.

realize Be sold for.
He realized his mistake at once.

substantiate
Solidify, firm, or strengthen.
The president s trip will substantiate good relations with the former
enemy country.

https://grammartop.com/fulfil-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/substantiate-synonyms
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Usage Examples of "Actualize" as a verb

He had actualized his dream and achieved the world record.
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